INTENDED FOR YOUR OPTINS

EMAIL 1
SUBJECT: Please confirm your email address
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Hey,

I want to thank you for requesting your copy of my new book that 
shows you how to generate revenue with YouTube.

Please click here to confirm your email address <— link

Once confirmed I will also share with you a quick bit of information 
on how you can fast track your success with YouTube.

Thanks,
YOUR NAME


EMAIL 2
SUBJECT: Have you seen this yet?
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Hey,

Just wanted to follow up with you and make sure you saw this video 
that I just put together for you on how you can start crushing it with 
YouTube.

Here’s the video <— link

I want to make sure you remember that you don’t have to know how 
to film your own videos in order to have a YouTube channel that creates 
some success.

The great news about this is that there are super unique ways to get videos 
and traffic without you ever being on the camera.

To generate money online you must have traffic….

… YouTube is a massive source of quality traffic that I think you’re going 
to want to tap into immediately.

Watch this for more information <- link

Thanks,
YOUR NAME

EMAIL 3
SUBJECT: TV or YouTube?
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Have you ever wondered what it’s like to advertise on TV?

… here’s the thing TV is great and you know it’s made many companies
millions upon millions of dollars, but did you know that YouTube might be
even bigger?

Here’s why <- link

The thing is most people are consuming content on YouTube these days
and not on traditional TV.

We are living in the age of “on demand” access and we’re seeing eyeballs
shift at rapid paces from TV to the Internet.

YouTube is a massive platform - responsible for kids making millions of
dollars just filming videos….

I want you to take advantage of this before it’s too late.

I know you’re interested because you got my book, but the next step is
watching this quick video on how too fast track your success.

Watch this right now <— link

Let me know what you think.

Thanks,
YOUR NAME

EMAIL 4
SUBJECT: No money? No problem on YouTube
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Did you know you can build a YouTube channel and generate massive traffic for free?

Here’s some information on how that’s done <— link

YouTube is like a big search engine and when you crack the code to organic listings
you can literally start generating loads of traffic, for free.

I want you to learn how that’s done because that’s an extremely powerful skillset to
have if you want to build an online business.

Watch this video and let me know what you think <— link

Thanks,
YOUR NAME

EMAIL 5
SUBJECT: Step 1 (read) Step 2 (traffic)
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Here are two quick steps I want you to take today…

Step 1: Read this email (congrats you’ve completed this)

Step 2: Watch this traffic generation video <— link

I am going to discuss with you how to generate traffic from YouTube
and how to use that traffic to generate revenue online.

It’s a simple process.

Let’s do it…

Thanks,
YOUR NAME

EMAIL 6
SUBJECT: I’m discontinuing this offer tomorrow…
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Hey,

I know you’re looking to cash in on YouTube.

After all you did download my free book to learn how to generate revenue.

This video breaks down the best ways to fast track your success <— link

I think it’s important that we know as much as possible so we don’t have to
wait forever to be successful.

… heck TIME is MONEY right?

I can only share this with you for about 48 more hours though and then I
will not be sending you any addition information about this fast track program.

Please don’t get left behind :)

Watch this today <— link

Thanks,
YOUR NAME

EMAIL 7
SUBJECT: Final Chance (read today)
LINK: Sales Page
BODY:

Hey,

I know you’ve got my book, How To Generate Revenue From YouTube, and I hope you’re loving every page of it..

… as you know I have been showing you this video for the past few days <— link

Today will be the final day I can extend this offer to you.

I don’t want you to miss out (heck who wants to miss out on loads of traffic right?), but I also can’t keep sending you any longer.

It’s important to take action today…

Please go here now so that you don’t miss out <— link

Thanks,
YOUR NAME
